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ABSTRACT
The current taxi operation mode features high ratio of vacant taxies roaming the streets, while lots of potential customers complaining being unable to find a taxi. The major reason for this inefficiency is that the current taxi dispatch system is incapable of exchanging information between taxi drivers, customers and the dispatch system in a real-time manner. This paper presents an approach to a taxi synergic operation dispatch system based on GPS and GMS technologies. With this new system, the potential customers send taxi service requests by mobile phones to the taxi dispatch center, which after collecting the service requests locates the effective taxies within the effective areas and sends them dynamic service requests simultaneously. The system enables the synergic operation by continuously matching the dynamic demands and supplies of taxi services, hence greatly improves the overall taxi operation efficiency.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Taxi services, as an important part of the city transit system, are gaining more and more popularity, especially in urban areas. At present there are mainly three ways for a taxi to pick up customers: pre-arranged pick-ups, street pick-ups, or taxi stand pick-ups. Although the modern communication technology and taxi dispatch system can satisfy pre-arranged pick-up requests very efficiently, most taxi service demand nowadays still comes from street pick-ups and taxi stand pick-ups, which are highly stochastic and variable. Such being the case, currently there is a significant portion of vacant taxies roaming the streets while many potential customers still complaining being unable to find a taxi, resulting in a waste of resource and aggravation of city traffic congestion [1]-[3].

As taxi service is closely related to city dwellers’ daily life satisfaction and a tough issue to addressing city congestion and environment pollution, it has drawn a lot of attention from both the academia and industry sector. Liao [4] and Lee et al. [5] provided reviews on how technology innovations like GPS and real-time communication infrastructure can be incorporated to provide high-quality services. Bian Yang et al. [6] presented an equilibrium model of taxi service network. TANG Lu-liang et al. [7] studied the taxi drivers routing selection by taking floating car data (FCD) collected by taxi GPS. ZHOU Xiao-min et al. [8] suggested a GPS-based taxi calling and scheduling system. In addition to the above technological solutions, there are many other studies focusing on the taxi operation management, including government supervision, taxi license issuing and market accession, taxi fare rate and taxi pooling methods etc.

Despite the past efforts in addressing the issue of inefficient operation of city taxi service, no specific model so far has been found to integrate these solutions to obtain a unified model for improving the overall operation efficiency of taxi service. A more realistic and efficient model should take into consideration the real-time communication between taxi drivers, customers and the taxi dispatch center, reducing the idle roaming time of taxies and shortening the waiting time of customers. This requires a more intelligent taxi dispatch system based on real-time information sharing between drivers, customers and the taxi dispatch center.

With the development of global positioning system (GPS) technology, mobile phone positioning and in-vehicle navigation have become a reality, laying a foundation for the integrated information management system for taxies and customers [9]. This paper, using the GPS technology and Global System for Mobile Communication (GMS), attempts to design an intelligent dispatch system for the synergic
operation of city taxis. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sections 2 presents the basic architecture of the improved dispatch system; Section 3 presents the method taxi routes selection; Section 4 introduces the software design for the dispatch system; Section 5 introduces the realization of the dispatch system program. Finally the conclusion of this paper is drawn in Section 6.

2. ARCHITECTURE OF DISPATCH SYSTEM

According to system architecture design principle, the architecture of information integration based taxi dispatch system basically consists of three parts: positioning system, servers and communication terminals as shown in Figure 1.

The positioning system, which monitors information from GPS on a real-time basis, receives requests from taxi drivers and potential customers, and then computes the coordinate positions and directions of the taxies and potential customers. The potential customer sends, via test message on his mobile phones, service request to the taxi dispatch center. The potential customer’s current location (longitude and latitude) is sent at the same time to the dispatch center. The dispatch center after receiving the text message from the potential customer, searches based on the shortest route principle effective taxies within the customer’s effective area (taking one kilometer extended from the customer as the basic reference). The taxi searching mode is shown in Figure 2.

The dispatch server enquires through the in-vehicle GPS the specific coordinate positions of the taxies, and sends to the effective taxies the service request from the customer. Whoever would like to take this order, the taxi driver only needs to press down the taxi light. The first driver who presses down the taxi light will be eligible for taking this order and the order information will be sent to the dispatch center through GPS and GSM. At the same time, the dispatch center will send the taxi information to the customer and monitor the real-time information of both the taxi and the customer. The taxi ordering procedure is shown in Figure 3.

3. ROUTE SELECTION

Firstly, divided the electronic map of a city into N*N grids, each of which takes 1m² as the calculation parameter. Then define the coordinate of the customer’s location p1 on the electronic map as p1(x1, y1), and the coordinates of taxi p2, p3, p4
...... on the electronic map as \( p_2(x_2, y_2), p_3(x_3, y_3), p_4(x_4, y_4) \) ...... as shown in Figure 2. The coordinate method is employed to compute the minimum linear distance between the potential customer and the taxi. The conversion of coordinates to distance is shown in Eq.1.

\[
\begin{align*}
\sqrt{(x_1-x_2)^2+(y_1-y_2)^2} & \leq 1 \text{ km} \\
\sqrt{(x_1-x_3)^2+(y_1-y_3)^2} & \\
\sqrt{(x_1-x_4)^2+(y_1-y_4)^2} & \\
\ldots & \\
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

The drawback of Eq. (1) is that it is unable to differentiate effective (vacant) taxies. A solution to this is to partition the city into several parts and disqualify the taxies that either have customers in or that have already taken an order, so as to improve the server’s computation and search efficiency.

---

**Figure 3 Taxi Ordering Procedure**

**Figure 4 Flowchart Of Dispatch Center**
4. SOFTWARE DESIGN

Process flowchart of the dispatch system consists of three parts: input program for customer service, search monitoring program and dispatch control program as shown in Figure 4.

A new dispatch process begins when the customer service center receives taxi service requests by text message from potential customers. The dispatch system starts to search effective taxis and sends them service requests after the customer service center has sorted the service requests and puts the service requests into the system to generate orders for taxi service. Orders will be taken on the first-respond-first-take basis. After the order is taken, the dispatch system will automatically and simultaneously send the details of the service request to the effective taxi driver. Details of the service request include the customer’s mobile phone number and his/her location. Accordingly, the information of the taxi that has taken the order will at the same time be sent back to the customer. In case that the taxi service order is not taken by any taxi, a failure notice will be sent to the dispatch system.

A/D sampling subprogram is employed for sampling signal. Then the search monitoring program is initiated to construct the relation between the monitoring parameters and control functions, so as to finalize the data collection logical relations. If the logic is “yes”, then goes to dispatch control program; if “no”, goes to failure alarm program.

5. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

The vehicle dispatch center is responsible for the taxi dispatch scheduling. The dispatch program is as follows [10]:

(1) // receive customer orders
Order*customer =new order ( 
New order _number (), // Order number
Time // Time
Place // Location
Name //Customer
Telephone number // Telephone number);
Save to database (customer) // Save to database
Order. add (customer);
(2) Vehicle locating
// Take the customer location (x, y) as the center of a circle and add taxies within a radius of R to the potential taxi list.
Car list =car search (x, y, R);
........
(4) preemptive answer
Car car =get car ();
Int customer _id=car .get answer ID
Order customer = customers.get by ID(customer _id);

........

After the ending of run, the window for dispatch list is as shown in Figure 5.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a management system for integrated taxi information based on GPS and GMS technologies was presented; a shortest route algorithm based on city grid division was introduced; a novel intelligent dispatch system for the synergic operation of taxies was designed; the development of dispatch system software was introduced. The dispatch system enables real-time communication between potential taxi customers, taxi drivers and the dispatch center, thus achieving dynamic match of service supplies and demands between potential taxi customers and taxies. Not only is the dispatch system technically ready, but also it is capable of reducing the time for the customers to find taxies and the taxies to find their customers. When adopted in the industry, it is of great significance to improving citizen’s transit convenience and overall taxi operation efficiency, and helping to address issues like traffic congestion and environment pollution which plague most cities nowadays.

A key point for the successful operation of this system is that both the customers and taxi drivers should be serious with their requests and service offers. Once the information is matched, drivers should not take other passing-by taxies and taxies should not take nearby customers. Thus it is important for future studies to work on a kind of credibility system that can be incorporated into this dispatch system to ensure effective operation.
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